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1. Introduction 
It is characteristic for the development of many processes that in certain moments they change 
their state by jumps. Adequate mathematical models of such processes are provided by the 
systems with impulses. Their study began with the work by Mil’man and Myshkis [l] after which 
the number of the publications dedicated to these theme grows rapidly. 
In some of the works on systems with impulses the apparatus of the generalized functions is 
used [2]-[7]. 
In the works [8]-[16] the apparatus of the classical theory of the ordinary differential 
equations is used. In them systems with impulse effect of the following three types are 
investigated: 
dx/dt=f(t, x), t#Tk, Ax],=,=&(x), k=l,2 ,_..; (1) 
dx/dt = (t, x), t f Q(X), Ax I f=.TA(X) = w4 (4 
and 
dx/dt = g(x), x-&W, Axl XSM = G-4, (3) 
where tE[W, XER”. 
Systems Cl), (2), (3) are defined by a system of ordinary differential equations and by 
conditions which determine the moments and the magnitude of the impulse effect. 
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The moments of impulse effect of system (1) are t = rk, k = 1, 2, . . . and are fixed. 
The moments of impulse effect of system (2) occur when the mapping point (t, x(t)) from the 
extended phase space meets some of the hypersurfaces uk given by the equations t = TV, 
k=l, 2, . . . . 
The moments of impulse effect of system (3) occur when the point x(t) from the phase space 
X meets the set M c X. 
The solutions x(t) of systems (l), (2), (3) are piecewise continuous functions. At the moment 
t = 7k of impulse effect the solution x(t) has a discontinuity of first type and the following 
equalities are assumed fulfilled 
X(Q - 0) =x(Q), x(~+O)=x(r~)+Ax(~). 
Between two successive moments of impulse effect (t E (TV, T~+~]) the solution x(t) of system 
(1) coincides with the solution of the initial value problem 
d5/dt =f(t, 0, 5(rk) = x(rk + 0). 
The solutions of systems (2) and (3) for t E (TV, rk+l] are determined analogously. 
We shall note that the moments of impulse effect of the different solutions of systems (2) and 
(3) are different. That is why by their study we meet some additional difficulties not met by the 
study of system (1). 
In the present paper conditions have been found under which the exponential stability of the 
solution p(t) of one of the systems (1) (2) or (3) follows from the exponential stability of the 
system in variations of the respective system with respect of the solution p(t). 
2. Preliminary notes 
Let R+[O, co) and R” be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with norm ( x 1 = (xf 
+ ... +x2)rj20f the element x=col(x,,.._,x,) ER”. 
Further’on we shall use the following notations: 
B_h(XO)={XEIRn: ) x - x,, ( < h } : h-neighbourhood of the point x0 E R”; 
G: the closure of the set G c R”; 
P(X, L) = infyEL 1 x - y I: the distance from the point x E R” to the set L c R”; 
IAl =sup,,,=r]Ax]: thenormofthe(nxn)-matrix A; 
E,,: the unit (n x n)-matrix; af/ax = (af,/ax,), i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n: the matrix of Jacobi 
for the function f: Rn + [w m, x -f(x); 
[a; h]: the interval [a, b] if a < b or [b, a] if b < a; 
x(t; t,, x0): the solution of system (1) (2) or (3) which satisfies the initial condition x( C, + 
0; t,, x0) =x0; 
Y’( to, x0): the maximal interval of the form (to, u) in which the solution x( t; to, x0) is 
continuable to the right. 
Let p(t) (t E I&! +) be a solution of one of systems (l)-(3) with moments of impulse effect 
M;o: 
70 = 0 -=C 71 < 72 -C . . . , lim r/, = cc. 
k-m 
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Introduce the following sets: 
T,={xER”: x =p(t>, rk-1 <t<r,} uJ+&+O), 
r,* = {(t, x) E lRn+i: x =p(t), 7&i< t< 7k) U (Tk-1, P(rk--1+0>>, 
D,(h)={xEiR”: p(x, T&h}, 
G,(h) = {(t, x) E Rn+‘: /t--7) <A, Ix-y1 <h, (7, _~)Erk*}. 
Definition 1. The solution p(t) of system (l), ((2) or (3)) . IS called exponentially stable if 
(3B z=- 0, (Y > O)(VTj > 0)(3S > o)(vt, E R +, 1 t, - rk 1 > q) 
X(Vx,EW )X0-&)I 4) 
(v tat,, lt-Tkl >q) Ix(t; t,, x0)-p(t)/ dBlx,-p(t,)I e-a(r-r~l). 
3. Main results 
First we shall consider the system with impulse effect (3). Assume that the set A4 is 
(n - l)-dimensional manifold contained in R”. 
We shall say that conditions (A) are satisfied if the following conditions hold: 
(Al) System (3) has a solution p(t), (t E R +) with moments of impulse effect { r/, }‘;“: 
70 = 0 < 7i < 71< . . . ) ‘k - 7k-l > 8 > 0, k=l, 2,... . 
(A2) There exists a number H > 0 such that: 
(i) The function g: fi + R! ’ is differentiable in the set D = U~=i,D,( H) c D and is 
continuous in D. 
(ii) The function I: fi + R” is differentiable in the set Up= lBH( p( TV)) c 1(2. 
(A3) The set M n BH( ~(7~)) coincides with the set of solutions of the system Qk(x) = 0 
where the function @,: BH( p( Tk)) -+ R is differentiable in BH( p( rk)). 
(A4) There exist constants C > 0, p > 0 and h E (0, If) such that for any k = 1, 2, _ . . and 
x E B/z( P(rk)) 
(A5) For each h E (0, If) there exists y > 0 such that for any k = 1, 2,. . . and x E r,\ 
Bh(P(rk)) 
P(X, w ZY. 
(A6) For any p E (0, H) the functions 
43 Y> =dp(t> +A -dPW) - ~(P(l))Y 
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and 
satisfy the inequalities 
I& Y>-a(& u>I ~~(P.)lY-~L 
IP,(Y)-Pk(~)I +s-4lY-~l 
for I,v~ GF, Iu( GP, t~iR+, k=l,2 ,..., where 
lim L(p) = 0. 
IL-O+ 
(A7) The Cauchy matrix W( t, s) of the linear system 
dy - %P(t))Y, tfr, dt- ax 
AYI,=~~=N~Y, k=l,2 r..., 
Nk=g(~(d)+[ ( ( g P Q+o)) -g(P(Q>) - g(P(7k))R(P(7k))] 
(4 
satisfies an estimate of the form 
IW(t, s)l <Ke-2a(r-s) forO<sGt<cc, 
where K 2 1 and (Y > 0 are constants. 
Before we prove Theorem 1, we shall prove some auxiliary assertions. 
Denote by z( t; to, zo) the solution of the system 
dz/dt = g(z), 
which satisfies the condition z( to; to, zo) = z. E IR”. 
Lemma 1. Let conditions (Al)-(A4) hold. 
Then there exist numbers h E (0, H) and I- > 0 such that for any k = 1, 2,. . . and w E Bh( p( rk)) 
there exists a unique differentiable function Tk: Bh( p( rk)) + R, w -+ Tk( w) such that 
Tk(p(rk)) = rk, @k(Z(Tk(W); rk, w)) =o, 
~(Z(T,b”k rk, “‘))[g(Z(~b); rk, w))z(d + &(T,(W); rky W)] =o, 
IT,(W) - T,(U) 1 Grl W-u1 
for W> u E Bh( P(rk)). 
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Proof. Lemma 1 follows immediately from the implicit function theorem applied to the function 
&: (Q-H, 7/, + H)X&(P(Q)) + R, (t, W, ++,(t, W> = @k(Z(t; rk, W)) 
and the equation +k(f, W) = 0. 0 
Lemma 2. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(1) The sequences { yk } and { rk } are such that 
71 ’ 0, ‘k+l - r/, >, e > 0, Yk 2 O, k= 1, 2,... . 
(2) The function y: R + + R + is piecewise continuous. 
(3) The following inequalities hold 
y(s) < r e-a(s-to) for OdtO<s< 00, 
ykGre --aCTA --fo) forO<tO,<r/,<@z, (5) 
where r > 0 and (Y > 0 are constants. 
Then for t > t, 
J 
t 
e-2a(t-s)y(s) ds + 
to 
where Q = l/a + l/a0 + 1. 
Proof. Let y(s) and yk satisfy 
estimates 
c e -*a(t-s)yk < Qr e-a(‘-‘“), (6) 
tU<T!_-ct 
inequalities (5) and rj G t,, -C rj+ 1 < rn < t < r, + ,. Then from the 
/ 
t -*at 
e-*4-s) e-a(s-t,) & = e 
-e 
to 
ff [ 
a(t+t,) _ e2at”] < _+,t-t,,,, 
f”iT~<f 
there follows estimate (6). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
Theorem 1. Let conditions (A) hold. Then the solution p(t) of system (3) is exponentially stable. 
k=i+l 
e&+to) ds + ea(G+t”) 
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Proof. Choose h > 0 and r > 0 by Lemma 1. 
Let 77 > 0 be given. We shall prove that there exists a constant S > 0 such that for any 
t, E R,, 1 t, - rk 1 > TJ and x0 E R”, 1 x0 -p(t,) 1 -c 6 there exists a solution x(t) = x(t; to, x0) 
(f 2 lo) of system (3) with moments of impulse effect t, and the following estimates hold: 
jtk-7/,] dBJx,-p(t,)I e-a(~~‘“-‘“)=7jk<~ for rkZtO, (7) 
Ix(t)-p(t)1 ~BJ~~-p(t~)le-~(‘-~“) fort>t,, It---7,( >TJ/,. (8) 
For this purpose we form the sequences Y,(t) and tz, yt = 0, 1, 2,. . . , setting for t 2 to and 
k: r/, > to 
YOW =P(a fk” = r/c 
after which we define successively 
Y,+&> =I+> + W(G to)(xo -P(to)) 
where 
+ 
J 
‘W(t, s)fn(s) ds+ c W(t, ~/,+0)b;:, 
f0 fil<Tk<f 
f,(t) =f-(t, y,(Q) =g(y,W) -sMG) - &(d)(Yn(r) -P(f)), 
b; = &(Y,&)) = l(Z(tkn; rk, Ynbk))) -&+k)) 
+lr[g(z(s; rk, y,,(rk+o)))-g(z(si ‘k? Yn('k>>)l ds 
(9) 
-Nk(h(rk) -drk)); 01) 
lk ,,+’ is determined as a solution with respect to t of the equation 
@k(Z(t; rkT .h+d’k))) = Oy (14 
i.e. fi+l = Tk(_%+l(rkjc)). 
Let K (x0 -p(t,) I ch. Then for n = 0 from (9), (10) and (11) and condition (A7) it follows 
that 
I Yr(t) -p(t) I < K (x0 -p(to) I e-20(‘-ro) for t >, to. (13) 
Moreover, since 
then by Lemma 1 there exists a unique solution ti = Tk(Y1( rk)) of the equation 
@k(Z(t; rk, yl( r/,))) = 0 and the following estimate holds 
It~-tkOI=(thkl= ~Tk(.h(rk))-Tk(~(rk))~ 
<?-Iyl(rk)-p(rk)l <rK)xO-p(tO)I e-2a(T’-tu). (14) 
Let ,u E (0, h). I n view of condition (A6) and Lemma 1 we conclude that the functions P( t, y) 
and Pk(Y) satisfy inequalities of the form 
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for I_Y-P(~)[ GP, Iv-p(t)1 GP, PER+ and 
I&(Y) -P&J) I ~a4 Iv-u1 (16) 
for ly-p(~~)l up., lu-p(~~)I <p, k=LL..., wherelim,+,_L(p)=O. 
Choose y > 0 according to condition (A5) and the numbers p E (0, h/K) and 6 > 0 so that 
L(IL)Q=L(~)~(ae+e+l)<i; KS<p. (17) 
By induction with respect to n we shall prove that the members of the sequences y,(t), ti can 
be determined successively and the following estimates hold 
Iv,(t) -~,_~(t) I d K Ix,--p(t,) 12-” e-a(rpro) (18) 
l y,(t) -p(t) l G K 1% -p(to) Ie-a(r-rcl), (19) 
It,“-tt,“-‘l~7KIxg-P(to) 12-” e-a(Trplo), (20) 
It,“-~/,1<7KIxo--p(tO)I e-a(Tkp’cl) (21) 
for n = 1, 2,. . . , t > t,, 7/, >, to. 
In fact, from (13) and (14) it follows that estimates (18)-(21) holds for n = 1. Let these 
estimates hold for n = 1,. . . , m. Then 1 y,(t) -p(t) I < p and from (15), (16) and (18) we find 
I f,(t) -fm-I(4 I = I F( t, Y,(t)) - a Ym-1(t)) I 
d L(p) l y,(t) -y,,_l(t) l 6 L(p)K I x0 -p(to) l2-” e-acr-rO’, 
(22) 
lb: - bp-* 1 d L(p)K I x0 -p(to) (2-” epa’TA’^-‘o). 
Afterwards, by Lemma 2, in view of (9), (22), (23), (17) we obtain 
I Ym+l(t) -y,(t) I 
(23) 
= ‘w(t, S)[fm(S) -f,-,(s)] ds + c W(t> Tk + o#$ - b:-l 
1<,  Tr < f ‘I 
< K I x0 -p(to) 12p”-’ e-a(r-ro). 
From (24) it follows immediately that 
I Ym+l(t) -P(f) I G it I Y,(t) -+1(t) I 
/=1 
<Klx,--p(t,)I($+i+i+ ...)e-a”-‘o’ 
=Klx, - p ( to) I e-a(‘-‘o). 
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In particular, I~~+~(r~Tk) -p(r I < K I x0 -p(to) I d KS c h and by Lemma 1 for n = wt + 1 
equation (12) has a unique solution tF+ ’ = Tk( JJ,?+~( To)) for which we obtain 
1 tp+* - cl = I UYm+l(d) - Tk(Ym(Q)) I G 7 I Ym+1(d -Ym(d I 
6 7K I x0 -p ( to) I2-“-’ ee*(‘A-‘U). 
Then 
WI+1 
It:+‘-Tk/< C (t~-tt:-‘l~7KIXo-P(to)I eCa(T”p’“). 
;=1 
Thus estimates (18))(21) hold for n = m + 1, hence for each n = 1, 2,. . . . 
From (18), (20) it follows that the sequence y,(t) and ti are convergent uniformly with 
respect to t 2 t, and k = 1, 2,. _ . . Let Y(t) and t, be their limits. 
Then 
[Y(t)-p(t)1 GKlx,-p(t,)I e-a(f-‘~, tat,, (25) 
I tk - 7k I < 7K I x0 -p ( to) I e-*““-‘Q’, ‘k ’ tO (26) 
and 
Y(t) ‘P(f) + JW> to)(xo -Ato)) 
where 
+ 
J 
‘w(t, S)f(S) ds+ c f’f’+, Tk+O)bk, (27) 
10 t”<Tk<r 
f(t) =g(YW> - gMt>) - &(MYW -p(t)>7 
bk=I(z(tk; ‘k, Ybk))) - h+k)) 
+ l:[g(z(s; rkT y(rk + O))) -g(‘(‘i rk, Y(rk)>)l ds 
+k(Y(‘k) -drk)b 
By an immediate verification from (27) and (4) we obtain that Y(t) is a solution of the system 
with impulse effect 
dY/dt=g(Y), tZrk, 
Ay 1 j=7k = I( z( t,; rk, y(rk))) + i:[g(z(si rkT y(rk+o))) -g(‘(‘; rk7 y(rk)))l ds. 
(28) 
For t 2 to we define the function x(t) by the formula 
x(t)= z(t; rk, y(Tk+o)) if tk<t<rk, 
i 
y(t) if tE[r,; tk], 
z(ti rk, Y(‘k)) if rk < t < t,, 
(29) 
X(tk) = x(t, - 0). PO) 
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From (28)-(30) it follows that the function x(t) is differentiable for t # t, and satisfies the 
equalities 
dx(t)/dt = g(x(t)) for t 2 t,, t + t, 
and x( to) = x0. 
Moreover, 
I 
Z(t,; rk, y($+O)) -&k) if tk<rk, 
Ax(tk) = &k) - Z(tk; Tk, Ybk)) if tk > r/, , 
AY(7k) if t, = rI;. 
Let t, -c rk. Then 
Ax(tk) = Z(tki rk, _drk + O)) -Y(tk) 
= Ay(rk) + z(tk; rk, y(rk + O)) -Y(rk + O> +Y(‘k) -y(tk) 
= I(z(t,; rk, y<rk>)) +/T’[g(Z(Si rkT Y(rk+o))) -g(‘(‘; 
tk 
+ f’g(Z(S; rky y(rk + 0))) ds - /‘idz(si rk, Y(‘k))) ds 
= &bi)) = l(x(tk))* 
Tk 
By analogous calculations it is proved that also in the cases when tk > r/, or tk = rk the 
following equality holds 
Ax(tk) = l(x(tk))* 
Taking into account z(t,; rk, y( rk)) = X( tk), paSSing t0 the limit in the eqUdity 
A,(z(t,n; rk, y,( rk))) = 0, we obtain that Qk( x( tk)) = 0, i.e. t, are moments of impulse effect for 
x(t). Moreover, in view of Lemma 1 and condition (A5) from (25) and (29) it follows that x(t) 
has no other moments of impulse effect. 
Thus the function x(t) is a solution of system (3) which coincides with the solution 
x(t; to, x0) and has moments of impulse effect t,. By (25), (26) and (29) the solution 
x(t; to, x0) and the moments tk satisfy (7) and (8). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. q 
Consider the system with impulse effect (2). Assume that the hypersurfaces uk are given by the 
equations t = rk(x), k = 1, 2,. . . , where the functions rk: G + Iw satisfy the conditions 
0<r1(x)<r2(x)< *.., lim rk(x) = 00 
k-m 
for any x E a. 
We shall say that conditions (B) are satisfied if the following conditions hold: 
(Bl) System (2) has a solution p(t) (t E R +) with moments of impulse effect { rk}c;O: 
r. = 0 < r1 < r2 < . - * , rk -rk-_1>6>0, k= 1, 2,... . 
(B2) There exists a number H > 0 such that: 
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(i) The function f: R + X fi + R n is differentiable in the set G = U~=)=G, c R + X D and 
is continuous in the set c. 
(ii) The functions Ik: a + R”, rk: Q + R are differentiable in the set BH( p( TV)) c 52, 
k = 1, 2,. . . . 
(B3) There exist constants C > 0, ,B > 0 and h E (0, H) such that for any k = 1, 2, . . . and 
(t, x) E IT/, - A, Tk + hl x Bh(P(Tk)) 
;ts y>O such that for any k=l,2,... and(t, x)Erk*\ (B4) For each h E (0, H) there exi: 
L7/, - k r/, + hl x Bh(P(Tk)) 
Tk-l(x) < t < Tk(x). 
(B5) For each p E (0, H) the functions 
A(& Y) =f(t, p(t) +_Y) -fk I#>> - $k PW>Y7 
P,(Y) = lk(Pbk) +Y> -lk(P(Tk)) - ~(P(‘k))Y 
satisfy the inequalities 
IA(& Y) -A07 u) I ml-4 IY-ul, 
lb,(Y) - pkb) I G L(P) I Y - ‘1 
for Iyl<p, lul<p., tER+, k=l,2 ,... where 
lim L(p) = 0. 
p-0, 
(B6) The Cauchy matrix W( t, s) of the linear system 
dy - %, d))y, tZrk, dt- ax 
A_YI~=~~=P~Y, k=1,2 ,..., 
pk = f&+k)) + [$(hk))f( Tk, p(7k)) +j+k> Pbk)) -f(‘k> !+k + O)) 1 
~(f+k)) 
X 
1 - z(i+k))f(a- Pbk)) 
satisfies an estimate of the form 
IW(t, s)l <Ke-2a(r-s) forO<s<t< 00, 
where K 2 1 and cx > 0 are constants. 
Theorem 2. Let conditions (B) hold. 
Then the solution p(t) of system (2) is exponentially stable. 
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The arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 are analogous to the arguments in the proof of 
Theorem 1, that is why we omit them. 
Consider the system with impulse effect (1). 
We shall say that conditions (C) are satisfied if the following conditions hold: 
(Cl) System (1) has a solution p(t) (t E iR’+) with moments of impulse effect TV: 
70 = 0 < Tr < 72 < . . * 7k-rk_-1>6>0, 
(C2) There exists a number k > 0 such that: 
k=l,2 ,... . 
(i) the functions f(t, x) and af(t, x)/a x are continuous in each of the sets 
{(t, x)~R”+l: T~_~<~<T/,, Ix-p(t)1 Of}, k=l,2,... 
and for any k = 1, 2,. . . and x0 E BH( p( rk + 0)) there exist the finite limits of the 
functions f and af/ax for (t, x) -+ (TV, x0), t > TV. 
(ii) The function I,: L’ --) II%! n is differentiable in the set BH( p( rk)), k = 1, 2,. . . . 
(C3) For each p E (0, H) the functions 
A(G Y) =f(t, p(t) +Y) -fb P(t)) - $3 JU)Y> 
P,(Y) = G&J +Y) - G+J) - &+A,: 
satisfy the inequalities 
IN, Y>-A(t, UN ~w-4lY-4> 
I MY) - P/N I G UPL) I Y - u I 
for (yl <p, IuJ <(, tER+, k=1,2 ,..., where 
lim L(p) = 0. 
p-0, 
(C4) The Cauchy matrix W( t, s) of the linear system 
AY ,tqk= $(P(.T*))Y, k= 1, L... 
satisfies an estimate of the form 
IW(t, s> I GKe -20i(t-s) forO<s<t< cc, 
where K> 1 and (Y > 0 are constants. 
For the system with impulse effect at fixed moments of time (1) we shall give the following 
definition of exponential stability. 
Definition 2. The solution p(t) of system (1) is called exponentially stable if 
(3B>O, a>o, 6~O)(vt,ElR+)(vx,ER”: 1X0-p(t,)) d)(Vtx,) 
Ia; to, x0)-p(t)1 GBlx,-p(t,)I e-*(‘-‘o)~ 
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We shall note that Definitions 1 and 2 of exponential stability of the solution p(t) of system 
(1) are equivalent if the following condition (D) is satisfied. 
(D) There exist constants C > 0 and H > 0 such that 
IV/N, 4 I 6 c 
for (t, x) E [ 7k - H, rk+HlX(BH(p(7k))UBH(p(7k+0))), k=l,2,... 
Theorem 3. Let conditions (C) hold. Then the solution p(t) of system (1) is exponentially stable in 
the sense of Definition 2. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 the arguments are as in the proof of Theorem 1 with the only 
difference that we construct only the sequence y,,(t) by the formula 
YCIW =p(t>, 
Y,+&> =p(t> + wt, t, + 0)(x0 - POII + 0)) 
where 
+ 
J 
%(t, s)fn(s) ds + c W(t, 7k + O)b;, 
to fO<Tk-cl 
fn(t) =f(t, y,(t)) -f(t, p(t)) - g(t? PW)(Y,W -P(t)), 
b; = Ik(yn(Tk)) - 1k(p(7k)) - z(p(7k))(y,z(‘k) -p(7k))* 
We give Theorem 3 without proof. 
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